
ONCE & FUTURE COWBOY -- SCRIPTNOTE REPORT

Scene: EXT. DESERT TOWN - PARADE - DAY P.1

! - Perhaps begin with the scene of an old western town and 
a hero cowboy on a horse riding through it with the 
townspeople cheering for him as he has saved them from 
villains. Then fade to the real parade. 

Also, perhaps there is a parade float for Shady Palms with 
the developer and the saleswoman on it ... they are trying 
to sell more condos and this is good PR. 

But problem with seeing others if we are seeing from Duff 
POL.

Maybe there is interaction between Duff and them after the 
parade.

Scene: EXT. DESERT TOWN - PARADE - DAY P.1

! - Perhaps another name than Duff which sounds more like a 
side-kick. Perhaps Jack Archer?

Scene: EXT. END OF PARADE - DAY P.1

! - Perhaps the son (not daughter) of Duff? Presents a 
different perspective.

Scene: EXT. A CONDO BUILDING - DAY P.4

! - Perhaps something else rather than the dog incident. 
Show that something wrong with community but Tammy quickly 
dismisses it.

Scene: EXT. A CONDO BUILDING - DAY P.5

! - Helen Bennett brings up some real problem at Shady 
Palms and Tammy quickly dismisses it. Melinda asks about it 
but Melinda changes the topic. 

Scene: EXT. RUTH’S CAFE - MORNING P.6

! - Perhaps Duff's agent at the meeting?

Or, if not, perhaps agent is a character in story and 
somewhere else. 
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Agent might be aggressive and pushes Duff into doing things 
he doesn't always want to do.

Scene: EXT. RUTH’S CAFE - MORNING P.7

! - Maybe there is Duff's agent at the table with them. He 
is interesting in the money aspect more than Duff.

Scene: INT. STERLING HOME - EVENING P.8

! - Shady Palms is having a number of problems and trying 
to solve these with increasing fees and cutting services. 
But they really need more residents in the new part of 
Shady Palms they have built. Max Sterling sees Duff Adams 
as a big draw to getting more residents. He wants to plan a 
PR campaign around him coming to Shady Palms.

Scene: EXT. GOLF COURSE - DAY P.9

! - Perhaps some hallucinations start.

Scene: EXT. CONVERTIBLE CADILLAC - DAY P.10

! - This is perhaps a good place for Duff to have a 
halluncination where he is back in a scene from one of his 
movies. Perhaps it is not his heart but the fact he blanks 
out during the halluncination and runs his car off the 
road.

Scene: INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - EVENING P.10

! - Should we have a POV of Duff for the blurry room?

Scene: INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - EVENING P.10

! - Perhaps she says that he blacked out. Part of the 
halluncinations he has been having. Early onset of 
Altzheimers.

Scene: DUFF ADAMS’ POV P.12

! - Should something like "Dream Sequence" be placed after 
the POV here? And also, after other times when he has these 
flashback hallucinations? Need a common description to 
identify these spells.
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Scene: INT. HENRY SILVERMAN’S OFFICE - DAY P.14

! - Silverman has a different idea for a film than the 
script the screenwriter has. Perhaps a reality TV show?

He wants the script changed. Perhaps wants a young edgy 
actress to play his daughter in the planned movie. Not just 
any actress. Rather an actress from the porn industry. This 
will help bring in a younger audience.

Perhaps make Silverman a younger producer who has little 
memory of Duff? The son of Marvin Goldberg? Henry Goldberg. 

Scene much too long and needs thinning out. Shows that I'm 
not sure how to play it.
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